
Homework

+ Add Work in retrospect to your practice of giving the first conscious shock. What new truths 
do you learn – about yourself, others and the world?

+ Ask yourself: "Am I willing to come under the authority of something greater than 
my multiplicity? Am I willing to serve, to consciously take on the 'daily inheritance of labors as 
a tender of new life?'" 

+ Emails to ReviewWork on the Time-body: March 18th and March 25th

+
Listen for what has come to meet you, perhaps returning to the original emails. Study the 
diagrams; gaze upon the images, taking in their impressions, allowing them to enliven your 
emotional center; take particular note of the practical exercises. Rest. Give gratitude for this 
precious life in all its wondrous, evolving, infinitely great and infinitely small expressions. Give 
gratitude for our Work together. An archive of previous emails may be found here.

+ Re-visit the subtle-yoga practice: "Grounding in Gratitude" from March 4-11, noticing its ego-
releasing effects.

https://consciousharmony.org/glossary-term/multiplicity/
https://us2.campaign-archive.com/?u=9314ca5498f4935cbf6d8aa8f&id=b48f0ebd91
https://us2.campaign-archive.com/?u=9314ca5498f4935cbf6d8aa8f&id=55aa24ad0a
https://consciousharmony.org/journey-school-series/journey-school-2021/
https://cdn.consciousharmony.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/05120635/2021_TJS48_emotions_body.pdf


Conscience and Vertical Connection



Ray of  Creation

Scales of the Universe in Powers 
of Ten - Full HD 1080p - YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44cv416bKP4


Transfiguration

+ The grace of the 

Transfiguration is to 

“empower us to live in the 

presence of God”  - The 

Mark, Aug 2021



+ Shame to Pride = Levels of Falsehood

+ Negative emotions always have 

violence in them

+ Courage to Enlightenment = Levels of 

Truth

+ Struggle to feel them to make Mi 12

+ Mi 12 allows us to deeply ponder

+ Can Self-Remember



+ Horizontal time is quantitative

+ Vertical Time is qualitative

+ Man 4 lives at the intersection – ‘a 

monk in the world’

4

5, 6, 7

1, 2, 3

World 12
Kingdom of Heaven 

Mechanical Life

World 96
The Moon



“Eucharist is a revelation 
of the ultimate 
transfiguration of a 
person’s body and soul.” 



The Beatitudes

The Beatitudes show us, “an 

emotional state that can be 

reached in which the reality of the 

existence of God is seen directly 

from the clear-sightedness of the 

purified emotional 

understanding."

- Maurice Nicoll, The New Man



Centering 
Prayer

"Contemplation is what re-
roots us in reality in the 
universe without losing our 
identity … with the 
confidence -- sure confidence 
-- that whatever we receive is 
going to be infinitely beyond 
anything that we could 
possibly imagine with our 
limited experience.” Keating



Reality of  Being, de Salzmann

“My wish to be is a cosmic 
wish, and my being needs to 
situate itself  in a world of  
forces. There is a cosmic 
need for the new being that 
I could become.” 



Homework
+ • Watch the Powers of 10 narrated my Morgan FreemanHERE. It is 9 ½ minutes in 

duration.

+

+ • After reading (perhaps several times) and pondering this message and the one 
from April 2, 2020, what is your understanding of Conscience (with a capital 
"C")? What does it mean for you?

+

+ • Observe your contradictions: saying one thing and doinganother, or expecting 
something from someone that you would not do yourself.

+

+ • There are many words here, perhaps you will simply be drawn to the image. How 
does it speak to your heart about Conscience?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44cv416bKP4

